Low temperature transport in dual-gated SETs fabricated by selective area metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy
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Abstract

We describe transport measurements in a novel dual-gated single electron transistor (SET) based on a quantum dot (QD) fabricated by selective area (SA) growth of metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). We observed, for the first time, clear Coulomb oscillations fabricated in combination with direct growth and lithographically defined metal gates, and achieved nearly independent control of the QD potential and the tunneling barrier height. We also were able to observe a signature of Kondo resonance when the coupling between leads and a quantum dot was sufficiently strong. (This article is published in Physica E vol.13, No. 2–4, pp.687–690 (2002).)
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1 Introduction

Single electron transport through semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) attracts considerable recent attention. From the application point of view, single electron devices utilizing Coulomb blockade effect have a potential to realize integrated circuits with high-density integration and low power-consumption[1]. From the physics point of view, spectroscopic study of discrete energy states of QDs analogous to atoms is carried out by using single electron transport[2]. Furthermore, if there is a net spin on a QD, it can be consid-
ered as localized magnetic impurities with tunable coupling between conduction electrons, which offers a playground of tunable Kondo physics[3]. In this case, very small quantum dots are required.

We have reported on the fabrication of single electron devices by using selective area metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (SA-MOVPE) on partially masked substrates[4–6]. In particular, we have recently proposed and demonstrated[7] a structure having much stronger lateral confinement as compared to the conventional structures by utilizing the structure grown on zig-zag-shaped mask patterns. However, Coulomb oscillations were observed only near the pinch-off region of the single electron transistor (SET). This is because the gate wrapped around both the QD and adjacent regions, and the gate changes both QD potential and the height of tunneling barriers, and it is a major drawback of such epitaxially grown structures with simple gate geometry[4–8]. In this study, we propose and fabricate a device which has two gates, namely, a side gate and a top gate, to overcome such shortcomings. We observe clear Coulomb oscillations in a wide range of gate voltages. A signature of the Kondo effect is also observed when the coupling between QD and leads is sufficiently strong.

2 Sample Structure and Experiment

The SEM image of our quantum dot device and its schematic are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The structure is formed by SA-MOVPE on a masked substrate with zig-zag shaped opening regions, and successive electron beam lithography and lift-off processes for the gate electrodes. This approach for the formation of nanostructures enables us to form extremely small QDs, going beyond the limit of current lithographic techniques[4,8]. Details of the growth process and fabrication are reported elsewhere[7]. By applying a negative top gate voltage, a quantum dot is formed in between the constriction, as shown in Fig.1(b)[7]. The top gate is also used to control the height of tunnel barriers between the QD and the leads formed by quantum wires. The geometrical diameter of QD in the present sample is estimated to be 320nm, and is reduced by the application of a negative top gate voltage. In contrast, the side gate mainly changes the potential of the QD. Therefore, dual-gated structure gives us a mean to control the electrostatic potential of QD independently, retaining strong lateral confinement and minimizing the change of dot size and tunneling barrier height. The measurements are performed in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 15mK and conductance through the QD is measured with a constant source-drain DC bias, $V_{DS}$, of 10µV. The differential conductance, $dI_{DS}/dV_{DS}$, is measured using a lock-in technique with an excitation AC voltage of 5µV and frequency of 17.77Hz. DC voltage $V_{DS}$ is simultaneously applied to measure the $dI_{DS}/dV_{DS}$ at finite bias voltage.

3 Results and Discussions

Without applying a negative top gate voltage, $V_{TG}$, the conductance through the QD hardly changes when sweeping the side gate voltage, $V_{SG}$. However, by applying a voltage more negative than about −250mV to $V_{TG}$, the conductance shows
Coulomb oscillations as a function of $V_{SG}$. Figure 2 shows typical Coulomb oscillations for different top gate voltages. The Coulomb peaks shift to more negative side gate values when the top gate bias is made more positive. These results clearly indicate that a QD is formed in our device by applying a sufficiently negative voltage to the top gate.

Figure 3 shows a grey-scale plot of the differential conductance, $dI_{DS}/dV_{DS}$, for $V_{TG} = -299$mV, plotted as a function of both $V_{DS}$ and $V_{SG}$. We observe Coulomb diamonds. The asymmetry of the diamonds around $V_{DS} = 0$ indicates that the tunneling capacitances of two tunneling junctions are not identical. This is probably because of the shape around the dot and tunneling barriers are not completely symmetric. In addition, the Coulomb gap $U_C$ strongly depends on the side gate voltage $V_{SG}$. The obtained maximum and minimum values for $U_C$ are 3.30mV and 1.34mV, respectively. A rough estimate of the dot diameter from these results gives a value smaller than the geometrical size of 320nm. It is noted that $U_C$ does not change monotonically as $V_{SG}$. Therefore, the change of the dot size by $V_{SG}$ is not the only reason for such dependence and is not fully clarified yet. The magnetic field dependence of the Coulomb oscillation (not shown here) strongly suggests that the number of electrons in QD is very small and that the carrier confinement is strong. The $B$-dependence suggests similarities with the shell structure of artificial atoms as observed in vertical quantum dots[2].

The results obtained so far correspond to the regime where the tunneling resistances
Fig. 3. Grey scale plot of the differential conductance $dI_{DS}/dV_{DS}$, plotted as a function of both $V_{SD}$ and $V_{SG}$. The top gate voltage is $-299\text{mV}$.

of the barriers are high and the coupling between the QD and leads is weak. When we apply a more positive top gate voltages to realize stronger coupling, we also observe a similar Coulomb oscillation as a function of $V_{SG}$. For such top gate conditions, the valley conductance as well as the Coulomb peaks seem to be enhanced. In addition, we observe peculiar plateau-like features as shown in Fig.4(a), where $V_{TG}$ was set to $-266.25\text{mV}$. This plateau possibly originates from the Kondo effect. The Kondo effect in QDs appears when the coupling between the leads and the QD is strong and the ground state has a net spin (usually $S = 1/2$). Firstly, the width of the plateau is considerably larger than the other Coulomb oscillations (see the peak at $V_{SG} = -1.05\text{V}$). It also seems to split into two peaks whose widths are comparable to the other peaks when the top gate voltage is slightly changed either to the negative or positive direction, indicating that the original feature consists of two Coulomb oscillation peaks. Secondly, the conductance of the plateau is extremely large, reaching $1.7e^2/h$. Furthermore, when we measure the differential conductance we clearly observe a characteristic peak at $V_{DS} = 0$, only when $V_{SG}$ is in the plateau region, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The width of the zero bias peak is about $80\mu\text{V}$ (see inset of Fig. 4(a)). Furthermore, application of the magnetic field perpendicular to the dot also suppresses the plateau-like feature as shown in the region enclosed by the black box in Fig.4(c). In Fig. 4(c), we also can see a pair of Coulomb peaks which shows similar shifts with respect to $B$ at both positive and negative $V_{SG}$ side of the plateau, suggesting that the number of the electrons in the valley is odd and the spin degeneracy in the ground state.

Interestingly, we observe features related to the Kondo effect up to very high magnetic field ($\sim 5\text{T}$) in this device. A detailed study of the Kondo effect at high magnetic field will be described elsewhere[9].

4 Summary

We have succeed in the fabrication of novel single electron transistors based on a quantum dot device fabricated by selective area growth of metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy in combination with fine gate structures. Clear Coulomb oscillations and Coulomb diamonds are observed at low temperatures. Signatures of Kondo effect are also observed when the coupling between the leads and the quantum dot is made strong.
Fig. 4. (a) Coulomb oscillation when the top gate voltage is set to $V_{TG} = -266.25 \text{mV}$. Inset: Differential conductance $dI_{DS}/V_{DS}$ for $V_{SG} = -720 \text{mV}$ (indicated by dotted line). (b) Grey scale plot of $dI_{DS}/V_{DS}$, plotted as a function of both $V_{DS}$ and $V_{SG}$ for $V_{TG} = -266.25 \text{mV}$. (c) Magnetic field dependence of the Coulomb oscillations.
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